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*This dosage is according to optimal conditions, recommendations may vary, please consult with your Diversey representative for directions.

ESD floor cleaner/maintainer

Description
Static dissipative floor cleaner/maintainer for the maintenance of floors coated with
TASKI Jontec ESD and to increase electrostatic dissipation on standard floors to reduce
static discharge problems.

Key properties
•   pH-neutral
•   Effective detergent combination
•   Fortified with AvetranTM
•   Versatile application
•   Dissipates electrical charges over a big surface

Benefits
•   Safe to use on all water resistant hard floors and floor emulsions
•   Cleans well without dulling the surface
•   Reactivates the static dissipative capacity of TASKI Jontec ESD (part of ESD

program)
•   Reduces electrical shocks on customers and personnel created by static charges
•   Can also be used directly on any water resistant hard surface and to prepare for re-

coating of ESD floors

Use instructions
Wet mopping/scrubber drier cleaning:
1.  Dose the product into a full water tank/bucket of the machine.
2.  Apply the solution.
3.  Remove the soiled solution.

Initial cleaning:
1.  Dose the product into a bucket filled with water, apply the solution with a clean mop

and allow the solution to dry.
2.  Use TASKI Jontec Destat on TASKI Jontec ESD up to 3 times per week to ensure

static dissipation.
3.  Do not rinse.

Deep cleaning for re-coating of TASKI Jontec ESD:
1.  Dose the product into the full water tank of a low speed single disc machine.
2.  Apply the solution.
3.  Scrub with a red pad and remove the soiled solution.
4.  Allow to dry completely before applying additional coats.

Dosage:
TASKI Jontec Destat needs to be diluted.
Dosage bucket: 7% (350 ml for 5L bucket).
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Dosage machine: 3,5% (350 ml for 10L tank).
 

Proper dosage and temperature save costs and minimize environmental impacts.

Technical data
Appearance: Clear, green liquid
pH value (neat): ≈ 10
pH value (in use): ≈ 9
Relative density (20°C): 1.047 g/cm³
The above data is typical of normal production and should not be taken as a specification.

Safe handling and storage information
Full guidance on the handling and disposal of this product is provided in a separate Safety Data Sheet; sds.diversey.com. Store in original
closed containers away from extremes of temperature.
Only for professional users / specialists.

Product compatibility
Do not use on water-sensitive floors, e.g. unsealed wood.  Must be used on top of the TASKI Jontec ESD.

Environmental information
The surfactants used in this product are biodegradable in compliance with the requirements of EC Directives 73/404/EEC and 73/405/EEC
and their subsequent amendments.

Available pack sizes
TASKI Jontec Destat is available in 2x5L.


